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1. Mission & Vision Statement

2.

Introduction

All students at Stocksbridge High School receive a broad and balanced curriculum that is fit for purpose in today’s society. Every student, regardless of their starting point, background or circumstance, receive a curriculum that will enable
them to:

To be courteous and kind – to
be well-rounded individuals
who are happy and safe in
society
To be resilient and adaptable,
gaining skills to overcome
difficulties successfully, facing
challenges head on

To be hardworking and gain a
range of qualifications suited
to the individual
All students will develop the skills
and characteristics to be
successful regardless of their
starting point.

To understand the needs and
difficulties of others, showing
empathy for others

To be literate and numerate
and well prepared for their
future life
To have a breadth of
knowledge supported by real
life experiences – cultural
capital

3.

Our Curriculum Intent – Curriculum Vision

The curriculum at Stocksbridge High School is personalised to meet the needs of all individuals. It is meticulously planned and rigorously evaluated, to ensure improvements are made swiftly to enable sustainable progress for all.
Stocksbridge High School’s curriculum policy is based on the following vision and aims:

4.

Our Curriculum Intent - Curriculum Outcomes

The curriculum at Stocksbridge High School is designed to provide all students with the key skills and qualities required to ensure success in their future ventures.
As such, the diagram below outlines the skills and qualities that the curriculum will develop in all students by the time they leave Stocksbridge High School at the end of Year 11:

Roles and Responsibilities

5.

The Head teacher w ill ensure that:

All statutory elements of the curriculum, and those subjects which the School chooses to offer, have aims and objectives which reflect the aims of the School and indicate how the needs of individual students will be met. This will include
how the subject will be taught and assessed.
•
•
•
•
•

The amount of time provided for teaching the curriculum is adequate and is reviewed by the Trustees annually.
Where appropriate, the individual needs of some students are met by permanent or temporary disapplication from the national curriculum.
The procedures for assessment meet all legal requirements and students and their parents/carers receive information to show how much progress the students are making and what is required to help them improve.
The governing body is fully involved in decision-making processes that relate to the breadth and balance of the curriculum.
The governing body is advised on statutory targets in order to make informed decisions.

The Trustees w ill ensure that:
•
•
•

It considers the advice of the Head teacher when approving this curriculum policy and when setting statutory and non-statutory targets.
Progress towards annual statutory targets is monitored.
It contributes to decision making about the curriculum.

SLT, as Subject Leadership Line M anagers w ill ensure that:
•
•
•
•
•

They have an oversight of curriculum structure and delivery within their departments.
Detailed and up-to-date curriculum intent documentation is in place for the delivery of courses within their departments.
Curriculum intent and implementation are quality assured at regular and relevant points in the academic year.
Robust and regular assessment procedures are in place.
Levels of attainment and rates of progression are discussed with Curriculum leaders (CLs) on a regular basis and that actions are taken where necessary to improve these.

Subject Leaders w ill ensure tha t:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long term planning is in place for all courses, outlining clearly how knowledge, skills and understanding will be sequenced and built up over the 5 years. This will be at least as broad and ambitious as the national curriculum
expectations, but will also be catered specifically to the students of this school.
Medium Term Plans will be in place containing detail on: lesson focus, learning intent, success criteria, key knowledge for that lesson and elements of recall from prior learning. key Schemes of learning encourage progression at
least in line with national standards.
There is consistency in terms of curriculum implementation. All members of staff within the department are implementing the curriculum effectively.
Appropriate awarding bodies and courses are selected so that they best meet the learning needs of our students.
Where necessary an appropriate combination of qualifications or alternative qualifications can be offered which best suit the needs of learners.
Assessment is appropriate to the course and the students following particular courses. There should be consistency of approach towards assessment.
They keep the appropriate SLT link line manager informed of proposed changes to curriculum delivery.
They review student performance data on a regular basis to ensure that any necessary changes in terms of curriculum delivery are planned and carried out in a timely fashion.
They share best practice with other colleagues in terms of curriculum design and delivery.
Oversee CPD needs with regard to curriculum planning and delivery within their area of responsibility.

Teaching staff and learning support staff w ill:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that the School curriculum is implemented in accordance with this policy.
Keep up to date with developments in their subjects and deliver quality first teaching.
Have access to, and be able to interpret, data on each student to inform the design of the curriculum in order that it best meets the needs of each cohort of students.
Share and exchange information about best practice amongst their colleagues in different schools and through external networks, resulting in a dynamic and relevant curriculum.
Participate in high quality professional development, working with other teachers to develop their skills in understanding the learning needs of their students and how best to address those needs and engage them.
Work in partnership with other agencies to provide an appropriate range of curriculum opportunities.

Students w ill:
•
•
•
•

Be treated as partners in their learning, contributing to the design of the curriculum.
Have their individual needs addressed, both within the School and extending beyond the classroom into the family and community, through a curriculum which offers breadth, support and challenge.
Be given additional support if they start to fall behind in their learning, helping them get back ‘on track’ quickly.
Receive coordinated support to enable them to make the appropriate curriculum choices at KS4.

P arents and carers w ill:
•
•
•
•

Be consulted about their children’s learning and in planning their future education.
Be confident that their child is receiving a high quality education that is designed to meet their learning needs and which will equip them with the skills they need to thrive throughout their lives.
Be informed about the curriculum on offer and understand the rationale behind it.
Be informed how their child is progressing in each subject, both in their approach to learning, and their acquisition of the skills, knowledge and understanding in each subject.

Monitoring, Evaluation & Review

6.

The governing body receive an annual report from the Headteacher on:
The standards reached in each subject compared with national benchmarks at KS4.
The standards achieved at the end of each year taking into account any important variations between groups of students, subjects, courses and trends over time, compared with national benchmarks.
The number of students for whom the curriculum was disapplied and the arrangements which were made.

•
•
•

The governing body review this policy at least once a year and assess its implementation and effectiveness. The policy will be promoted and implemented throughout the School.
7. The Explicit Curriculum – Our Curriculum Model
7a. Curriculum Structure***
*** This is the normal working school format, but may not be an accurate representation of the school day in the current covid-19 led arrangements. This information is available separately.
The School day starts at 8.45 am and ends at 3.00 pm and consists of five 60-minute lessons. Morning break is from 10:45am – 11:00am. Lunch time is split between key stages, with KS3 taking lunch between 12.00pm and 12:30pm,
with KS4 taking lunch between 12:30pm and 13:00pm. At the alternate time, each key stage will receive pastoral input via tutor time, assembly or pastoral intervention. There is a weekly assembly for each year group (linked to SMSC,
Word of the Week and our school values. In Y11 there is a P6 Intervention programme for one hour after school where students are targeted for exam preparation and consolidation of learning.
8:00
8:45 – 9:45
9:45 – 10:45
10:45 -11:00
11:00 -12:00
12:00 – 12:30
12:30 - 13:00
13:00 - 14.00
14.00 – 15:00
15:00
15.00 – 16.00

Students Enter School
P1
P2
Break time for all students
P3
KS3 Lunch / KS4 Form Time
KS3 Form Time / KS4 Lunch
P4
P5
End of school for all other students
P6 Intervention for Y11
Enrichment Activities

On entry to the School, students are placed in mixed ability tutor groups of approximately 30 students. In Y11, form tutor intervention groups are created to match the needs of students through any underperformance in maths, science
or English learning. All year groups are banded into an X band and a Y band for the core subjects of English and maths. Classes in core subjects are placed into ability sets to allow for appropriate support and challenge. All other subjects
are taught in mixed ability groups. In KS4 there is sometimes setting in English, maths and science, however this decision is bespoke to each year group and not rigid.
7b. Key Stage 3
Students embark on a 5 year GCSE journey as soon as they start at the School. Each subject has a clear set of Curriculum Intent documentation, outlining exactly what will be delivered. This includes: Intent Statement / Long Term Plan
/ Medium Term Plans and Assessment schedules. These documents illustrate how the Subject aims, Skills acquired and knowledge required for success at GCSE courses have been mapped out. Staff deliver a curriculum that strengthens
and builds on students’ KS2 knowledge and skills.
•
•
•

•
•
•

In Year 7, 8 and 9 students receive 8 hours of English and Maths every two weeks.
Science deliver 6 hours every two weeks in Y7 & Y8, and this increases to 9 hours in Y9 as students begin to prepare for GCSE study.
Students significantly below Expected Standard for reading on entry are supported through our ALP in Years 7, 8 and 9. For some of these students, this continues via our Entry Level Pathway in year 10 and 11. The ALP is
constantly monitored and evaluated to monitor quality of delivery and the progress students are making. All students on the ALP also have the opportunity to be study a Humanities and MFL subject through a more thematic,
literacy-based approach. A Primary trained specialist delivers the ALP Pathway Literacy programme. Students in KS3 who close gaps effectively are transitioned back into the full curriculum offer to ensure the broadest curriculum
possible.
In addition to this, one of the English groups is created in the 7Y band in order for our ALP teacher to teach the core English curriculum to our middle/low ability students. This again, is delivered by a Primary trained specialist
where appropriate.
Personalised interventions and some Alternative Provision/GCSE equivalent courses are provided to support transition in Post-16.
A designated teacher delivers LIFE+ where students receive the majority of their SMSC provision. This is supplemented via tutor time and assemblies and drop down days.

Years 7, 8 & 9
Currently Year 7, 8 and 9 students have the following number of periods per subject every two weeks:
Subject

Y7 - Pe4riods

Y8 - Periods

Y9- Periods

English (Literature & Language)

8

8

8

Maths

8

8

8

Science

6

6

9

Physical Education

4

4

2

Technology (Carousel of Food, Engineering and Technology)

2

3

3

MFL (French/Spanish)

4

4

4

Computer Science

2

2

2

History

4

4

4

Geography

4

4

4

LIFE

2

1

1

Drama

2

2

2

Art

2

2

2

Music

2

2

1

As part of the curriculum model for Y7 and 8, students significantly below national average in English and Maths at KS2 are eligible for our Alternative Learning Pathway (ALP). The schematic for this pathway is illustrated below:

7c. Key Stage 4
Year 10 & 11:
Students start their KS4 qualifications programme in Year 10 and opt in Year 9. During the Options process, information for each student is carefully analysed and each child is directed towards an appropriate Pathway that facilitate the
best outcomes and best engage them. A wide range of subjects and types of qualification are offered in order to suit all learning styles. It is expected that at least 90% of students will fill all Progress 8 buckets and that all students will
study a Humanities subject in addition to the core subjects of English, maths and science. The EBacc pathway is strongly recommended to targeted students but ultimately it is the students that drive the curriculum. It is expected that at
least 40% of the school will follow an Ebacc curriculum in order to ensure an aspirational curriculum pathway is in place for our students. This will increase year on year to meet targets.
An overview of our core Key Stage 4 Pathway is shown below:

Subject

Periods

Maths

8

English (Literature & Language)

9

Science

10

Physical Education

2

LIFE

1

Option subjects include:
Art, Enterprise (Business Studies), Computer Science, Performing Arts (Drama),
Engineering, Health & Social Care, Hospitality & Catering, IMedia, Sport, Photography,
Religious Studies, Sociology, Travel & Tourism

5 periods every two weeks for each subject
opted for.
Subject allowance depends on pathway taken.

LIFE (SMSC) is also delivered outside of lessons, in assemblies, form time, as well as via drop down days / sessions to accommodate visiting speakers, presentations or extended support.
The schematic below illustrates the curriculum models for Y10 & Y11. As part of the curriculum model those students who are significantly behind on making time related progress in English and Maths receive additional support on the Entry
Level Pathway (ELP). Students are removed from their humanity subject choice in order to receive additional core lessons at Entry Level.
In Y11, extra capacity is also built in to PE time to remove targeted, underperforming students who will benefit from extra English, science or maths learning. In addition, students who are identified with making significantly less time related
progress across their subjects in Y7 and Y8 and who need an alternative provision to improve engagement, progress and attainment during key stage 4 follow our Bridge Pathway.

8. Form Time
Form time is utilised to deliver a range of targeted provision and interventions from the list below which are bespoke to meet the needs of students.
The aim of these activities is to:
• Re-enforce their learning and practise basic skills
• Give more structure to form period – making it more useful
• Helping students to get organised for the week
• Review and set targets from the previous week using attendance and achievement/behaviour point data

WEEK 1

Y7

Y8

Y9

MON

WOW/Achievement check

WOW/Achievement check

WOW/Achievement check

TUES

DIRECTED READING

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

ASSEMBLY

WED

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

ASSEMBLY

DIRECTED READING

THURS

ASSEMBLY

FRI

WEEK 2

DIRECTED READING

FORM TUTOR ACTIVITIES

Y7

LIFE SKILLS

FORM TUTOR ACTIVITIES

Y8

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Y9

MON

WOW/Achievement check

WOW/Achievement check

WOW/Achievement check

TUES

DIRECTED READING

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

ASSEMBLY

WED

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

ASSEMBLY

DIRECTED READING

THURS
FRI

ASSEMBLY
FORM TUTOR ACTIVITIES

DIRECTED READING
FORM TUTOR ACTIVITIES

LIFE SKILLS
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Y10

Monday

Student Data & Reflections / WoW

Tuesday

Life+ Assembly

Wednesday

CEAIG

Thursday

CEAIG

Friday

Assembly

Y11

Monday

Assembly

Tuesday

Core Subject Intervention

Wednesday

Core Subject Intervention

Thursday

Core Subject Intervention

Friday

Student Data & Reflection / CEIAG / Life+

Using
•
•
•
•
•
•

Study Skills/Revision techniques
Mentoring by form tutors
Reading/Numeracy
Character and Culture
SMSC (assemblies)
Form groups created for English, science and maths support in Y10 & Y11 and are led by subject teachers/leaders in those subjects.

9. Word of the Week (WOW)
All students receive a literacy focus via word of the week.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To
To
To
To

ensure all pupils can access challenging material
improve their exam results
improve their career opportunities
close the vocabulary gap
positively affect the climate for learning
support the work we have already done on Language for Learning
support our PP and SEND pupils. But EVERYONE will benefit

10. Y9 Pathways and Option programme into a two-year KS4
From 2020-21 students in Y9 will make options choices as the school moves away from the legacy 3 year KS4. The options process is still being finalized, however there are a number of key changes already in place:
-

All students will study English, Maths and Science as per national expectations.
Separate Sciences will no longer be an option choice, and instead all students will study separate sciences to begin KS4. Students who need additional academic support or who are not able to cope with the demands of
Separate Science may be moved onto the Combined Course.
All students (barring a small number who require additional support in core subjects via the Entry Level Pathway) will choose either Geography or History (all students will also have the option to choose an additional humanity.
A cohort of students will be selected and guided towards a pathway which includes the taking of a Modern Foreign Language at GCSE. The aim is to continue growing this cohort towards at least 40% of students.

11. Departmental Curriculum Planning & Assessment Cycle
11a. Curriculum Self Evaluation:
Curriculum self evaluation is currently migrating from a school system to a system that is replicated across the Minerva Learning Trust, however in the interim period the outline below is still valid.
Each subject completes an Evaluation Matrix and keeps this updated throughout the year. Any improvements are dated, with links, to where the evidence of the improvements are kept.

Curriculum Self-evaluation Matrix

This document utilises a series of curriculum indicators in order for schools and subjects to self-evaluate the quality of the curriculum it provides in terms of its intent, implementation and impact.
When using this, Leaders should:
•
•
•

Utilise evidence to decide on the rating for each curriculum indicator
Use the boxes provided to justify and evidence the rationale for the rating of each curriculum indicator
Use the findings to identify areas of strength to share and areas for future development in order to ensure a high quality and robust curriculum is provided for all.

Grading Criteria Key

5
This aspect of curriculum
underpins/is central to
the school’s
work/embedded
practice/may include
examples of exceptional
curriculum

4
This aspect of curriculum
is embedded with minor
points for development
(leaders are taking
action to remedy minor
shortfalls)

3
Coverage is sufficient
but there are some
weaknesses overall in a
number of examples
(identified by leaders but
not yet remedying)

2
Major weaknesses
evident in terms of
either leadership,
coverage or progression
(leaders have not
identified or started to
remedy weaknesses)

1
This aspect is absent in
curriculum design

Intent - Rationale, ambition, curriculum concepts
1a. There is coherent and ambitious rationale for the
curriculum design and clear principles, which
underpin it. There are clear centrally prescribed aims
which are shared across the school/department and
are fully understood
1b. Curriculum leaders show understanding of
important concepts related to curriculum design, such
as knowledge progression and sequencing of
concepts
1c. Curriculum coverage and sequencing allows all
pupils to access the content and make progress
through the curriculum
The end points of what the curriculum is building
towards are clear. It is clear what pupils will need to
know and do at each of these end points; including
the skills, knowledge and understanding to be gained
at each stage
1d. The curriculum is at least as ambitious as the
standards set by the national curriculum/external
qualifications
1e. Reading and literacy is prioritised to allow pupils
to access the full curriculum offer
1f. Mathematical fluency and confidence in numeracy
are regarded as preconditions of success and are
embedded across the curriculum
The curriculum provides pupils with the knowledge
and Cultural Capital they need to succeed in life

Grade

Evidence

Implementation – Subject leadership knowledge, planning for progression, breadth & depth, rigour of assessment
Grade
2a. Subject leaders have the knowledge, expertise and practical skill to
design and implement a curriculum.
2b. Leaders enable curriculum expertise to develop across the school
through provision of ongoing professional development related to
curriculum design.
2c. Leaders at all levels, including governors, regularly review and quality
assure the subject curriculum provision to ensure that it is implemented
sufficiently well
2d. Subject Leaders have clear roles and responsibilities to carry out their
role in curriculum design and delivery
2e. The curriculum is well planned and well sequenced. It has sufficient
depth and coverage of knowledge to support pupil progress over time and
to allow students to transfer knowledge to long term memory
2f. The curriculum meets pupils' learning needs. It is equitable for all
groups and is appropriate to meet their needs
2g. Curriculum resources selected, including textbooks, serve the school’s
curricular intentions and the course of study and enable effective
curriculum implementation
2h. Leaders ensure that interventions are appropriately delivered to
enhance pupils’ capacity to access the full curriculum
2i. There is a model of curriculum progression for every subject. Key skills
and concepts are mapped throughout the learning journey
2j. Assessment is designed thoughtfully to shape future learning. It is not
excessive or onerous.
2k. Assessments are reliable. Teachers ensure systems to check reliability
of assessments in subjects are fully understood by staff

Evidence

Impact - Equity, knowledge progression, pupil progress
Grade
3a. The curriculum is successfully implemented to
ensure pupils’ progression in knowledge and
understanding
3b. Students know more and remember more as a
result of a well sequenced and comprehensive
curriculum plan
3c. The curriculum provides parity for all groups of
learners; especially for the most disadvantaged and
pupils with SEND
3e. Pupils are literate and numerate to an age
appropriate level
3d. Pupils are well prepared for the next stage of
education, training or employment
3e. Pupils are literate and numerate to an age
appropriate level
3d. Pupils are well prepared for the next stage of
education, training or employment

Evidence

11b. Curriculum Design Cycle

Stage 1 – Subject Curriculum Intent Statement
Curriculum Leaders should start by thinking about the ‘whole game’ of their subject at GCSE: What are the big ideas, core concepts, and key skills required to be successful? What knowledge do the students need to have to be able to
recall and apply in test/exam situations? The following outlines the difference between subject content, key skills and core concepts.
Subject Content - awareness of facts / circumstances
• Tessellation is a pattern of shapes that fit together
• There are 3 metaphors in this poem
• The French Revolution happened in 1789
Key Skills - competence in the performance of a task
• I can tessellate these shapes
• I can write a paragraph analysing a poem
• I can prioritise causes according to their relative importance
Core Concepts - the deep structure or principle of the subject
• Angle rules explain why certain polygons will or won't tessellate
• Metaphor is about substitution of meaning
• How are the causes of revolutions different from the causes of wars?

Stage 2 – 5 Year Long Term Plan
Once Curriculum Leaders have identified the core concepts, key skills and knowledge that comprise the subject at KS4 then they can identify and map out the curriculum content that stems from this.
Curriculum Leaders should then sequence core concepts, key skills and knowledge backwards – from to GCSE, to KS3 on the Five Year Plan template below. This is to be done by breaking down the core concepts, skills and knowledge
required per year group and then splitting it down further in to half term blocks. Work should be set out in an age related way, and should aim to effectively interleave knowledge and build understanding across the 5 years.

Stage 4 – Medium Term Planning (Per Year Group/course)
When developing Medium Term Plans a key focus is placed upon depth and not breadth in order to ensure students eventually master the key question/concepts, skills and knowledge before moving on within the SoW. This allows more
time to be built in to review assessments and students’ learning in order to check students’ understanding, facilitate regular application and practice of key skills and enhance students’ retention and recall of knowledge. Teachers will teach
less content in more depth.

In order to meet the new challenging expectations of the GCSE specifications the following common core elements will be included in all Medium Term Planning:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ambitious vocabulary
Extensive and challenging reading experiences
Opportunities to experience challenge, failure and success
Extended writing practice
Mastery of numeracy skills
Opportunities to re-visit and re-teach common misconceptions
Formative and summative assessment opportunities
End of Year exams
A focus on SPaG
Access to problem solving activities through metacognitive approaches
Regular and strategic opportunities within a lesson and over a unit of work to check gains in knowledge skills and understanding of students
Regular active learning opportunities in order to embed key understanding
Explicit links to required GCSE skills throughout each medium term plan
Less content and deeper learning experiences – big ideas that contribute towards the end game.

11C. The Whole School Assessment Cycles
The assessment cycle framework below highlights the patterns followed by each year group in each subject over the year. Staff support the preparation skills required prior to formative assessments. Windows are open for subjects to
test/examine students learning.
Assessments at key stage 3 will test knowledge and skills, incorporate recall from previous learning and allow a consistent approach across departments. By meeting these three main points it will allow appropriate department and
pastoral interventions to be put in place to ensure all students are making progress.
The main aims of assessment at KS3 are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Developing students’ skills and understanding within each subject.
Testing and developing recall to plug gaps in knowledge.
Developing student self-confidence across subject areas.
Highlighting key areas of weakness and specific misconceptions for re-teaching/completing DIRT activities.
Enabling staff to reassess specific topics/skills to support longer term recall.
Allowing Curriculum Leaders to gain a better understanding of key trends within their departments and to put appropriate plans in place.

The principles and aims of assessment within 10 and 11 are the same as those in Years 7-8. However, where possible, exam board material linked directly to the relevant GCSE/non-GCSE course (e.g. past papers) should be used as the
basis for assessing current attainment, predicting future attainment and identifying gaps in student understanding to support planning.
Students receive feedback, which helps them produce work in time that is offered to them, post feedback. Reports are then be issued to parents as well as form tutors where students have the opportunity to reflect on their performance
and identify strategies for improvement. Parent Evenings follow for dialogue to be shared.
11D. Formative and Summative Assessment calendar
Formal assessments happen twice a year in KS3, and three times per year in KS4:
• Years 7, 8 & 9– Standardised and moderated assessments through each respective year. Each assessment interleaves prior knowledge from the previous terms to enhance recall skills e.g. the end of Year 8 exam tests all
knowledge from Year 7 and 8. Assessments all include a focus on key words / key content for each subject. Assessments are given a percentage score.
• Year 10 – Standardised and moderated assessment during the year plus one formal set of in-school exams for all subjects, building on KS4 skills and knowledge as a progression.
• Year 11 – ongoing, standardised and moderated assessments with two in-school exam windows for all subjects.
A formal assessment cycle is written into the School calendar. Each Assessment Week is preceded by a formal Revision Week to teach and embed good revision practices. Each Assessment Week is proceeded by a formal Review Week
where key and common gaps in knowledge and understanding are plugged and content is re-taught.

12.

The Alternative Learning Pathway

Rationale:
Students who arrive at Stocksbridge High School with SATs scores significantly below the National average (scaled score <100), and have a reading age significantly below their chronological age, find it difficult to progress within their
subjects as they move from Year 7 to 11. These students follow an alternative curriculum (Alternative Learning Pathway or ALP) where their reading skills are developed to get them to a position which enables progress at KS4. Students
will remain on this alternative pathway until gaps have closed and attainment is closer to the average score.

P urpose:
Our curriculum is designed for all students to make progress. In order to achieve this goal it is necessary for some students to follow an Alternative Learning Pathways. Students who start Year 7 significantly below the National standard in
their KS2 tests follow a bespoke curriculum pathway where they are given literacy intervention from our specialist Closing the Gap Primary specialist teacher. There are different phases of support depending on the specific need required.
Pupil Premium (PP) budget is carefully spent to provide PP students with the relevant resources in order to succeed in all areas of the curriculum. Student data is continually scrutinised by all parties to provide all students with timely
intervention.
Students who enter the alternative learning pathway are continually assessed throughout the year. Any student who progresses to the required standard will return to subjects with clear targets and guidance to maintain and continue their
progress.

Ex pected I m pact:
Our CtG specialist teacher will deliver effectively planned literacy lessons to facilitate maximum progress of all ALP students at all levels. Students who enter the school well below National average would be expected to remain on the ALP
for both Years 7 & 8. Impact of the curriculum is monitored through progress made in English assessments and through students’ reading ages over time.

13. Pupil Premium Provision
The schematic below outlines the range of academic and pastoral provision in place, which is specifically targeted to accelerate the progress and personal development of disadvantaged students:
9a. Pupil Premium Provision
Year 7
Maths Lessons

Year 8
Maths Lessons

Year 9
Maths Lessons

Year 10
Maths Lessons

8 lessons per fortnight
Baseline testing on entry
Problem solving exam question every lesson
Key skill starters
Exam question plenaries
Hooks to maximise engagement
Progress checkers for each topic

8 lessons per fortnight
Problem solving exam question every lesson
Key skill starters
Exam question plenaries
Hooks to maximise engagement
Progress checkers for each topic

8 lessons per fortnight
Start of GCSE content delivery – Mastery
principles
Problem solving exam question every lesson
Key skill starters
Exam question plenaries
Hooks to maximise engagement
Progress checkers for each topic

8 lessons per fortnight
GCSE content
Problem solving exam questions
Key skill starters
Exam question plenaries
Hooks to maximise engagement
Progress checkers for each topic

English Lessons

English Lessons

English Lessons

English Lessons

8 lessons per fortnight
Knowledge & Skills based curriculum

8 lessons per fortnight
Skills based curriculum

Alternative Learning Pathway (ALP)
Literacy

Alternative Learning Pathway (ALP)
Literacy

Students significantly below 100 for English on
entry.
Initial baseline testing
Ability streamed groups
Thematic teaching of Geography, History and
Languages
Bespoke curriculum developed to meet
needs/skills gaps
Half termly assessments & review of progress

Students significantly below 100 for English &
maths on entry.
Initial baseline testing
Ability streamed groups
Thematic teaching of Geography, History and
Languages
Bespoke curriculum developed to meet
needs/skills gaps
Half termly assessments & review of progress

10 lessons per fortnight
Start of GCSE content delivery

Entry Level Pathway

10 lessons per fortnight
GCSE content
Literacy hooks and plenaries
Exam question

Entry Level Pathway

Year 11
Maths Lessons

9 lessons per fortnight
GCSE content
Problem solving exam questions
Targeted curriculum time intervention
Targeted curriculum time withdrawal (other
subjects)
Exam question plenaries
Hooks to maximise engagement
Progress checkers for each topic
English Lessons

10 lessons per fortnight
GCSE content
Literacy hooks and plenaries
Exam question
Targeted curriculum time intervention
Targeted curriculum time withdrawal (other
subjects)

Enrichment

5 lessons per fortnight for students on Entry
Level Pathway
Lowest attaining 10% of year group
Focus on basic literacy, numeracy and science
skills

5 lessons per fortnight for students on Entry
Level Pathway
Lowest attaining 10% of year group
Focus on basic literacy, numeracy and science
skills

1 lesson per week - targeted intervention

Students in need of alternative provision
Initial baseline testing & initial skills gap
analysis
Bespoke work placement arrangements
Mentoring programme from external agencies
Bespoke pastoral intervention per week
Flexible curriculum
Bespoke sanction/rewards system
Bespoke mastery based curriculum based on
gap analysis
Key skill starters
Hooks to maximise engagement
Problem solving & basic number skills focus
Targeted additional 1:1 support

Students in need of alternative provision
Initial baseline testing & initial skills gap
analysis
Bespoke work placement arrangements
Mentoring programme from external agencies
Bespoke pastoral intervention per week
Flexible curriculum
Bespoke sanction/rewards system
Bespoke mastery based curriculum based on
gap analysis
Key skill starters
Hooks to maximise engagement
Problem solving & basic number skills focus
Targeted additional 1:1 support

Students in need of alternative provision
Initial baseline testing & initial skills gap
analysis
Bespoke AP arrangements
Mentoring programme from external agencies
Flexible curriculum
Bespoke sanction/rewards system
Bespoke mastery based curriculum based on
gap analysis
Key skill starters
Hooks to maximise engagement
Problem solving & basic number skills focus
Targeted additional 1:1 support
Literacy hooks and plenaries

Personalised Interventions

Personalised Interventions

Personalised Interventions

9a. Pupil Premium Provision
Year 7

Study Skills

Literacy ‘WOW”
Weekly form time activities
Enrichment activities (competitions etc)
SMSC activities

Year 8

Study Skills
Literacy ‘WOW”
Weekly form time activities
Enrichment activities (competitions etc)
SMSC activities

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

Literacy hooks and plenaries
Reading tests 2x per year
Basic skills focus every lesson
Targeted additional 1:1 support during
Intervention lessons

Literacy hooks and plenaries
Bi-annual reading tests
Basic skills focus every lesson
Targeted additional 1:1 support during
Intervention lessons

Bi-annual reading tests
Basic skills focus every lesson
Targeted additional 1:1 support during
Intervention lessons

Study Skills

Literacy ‘WOW”
Enrichment activities (competitions etc)
SMSC activities

Study Skills
Literacy ‘WOW”
Weekly form time activities
Enrichment activities (competitions etc)
SMSC activities

Study Skills
Literacy ‘WOW”
Weekly form time activities
Enrichment activities (competitions etc)
SMSC activities

14. Numeracy Provision
The schematic below outlines the range of core, additional and different provision put in place across all areas of the curriculum to develop the numeracy skills of students:
9b. Numeracy Provision
Year 7
Maths Lessons

8 lessons per fortnight
Baseline testing on entry
Problem solving exam questions
Key skill starters
Hooks to maximise engagement
Topic Reviews
Feedback and feedforward lesson
GCSE content delivery

Study Skills

Year 8
Maths Lessons

8 lessons per fortnight
Problem solving exam questions
Key skill starters
Hooks to maximise engagement
Topic Reviews
Feedback and feedforward lesson
GCSE content delivery

Study Skills

Year 9
Maths Lessons

Year 10
Maths Lessons

Year 11
Maths Lessons

8 lessons per fortnight
Problem solving exam questions
Key skill starters
Hooks to maximise engagement
Topic Reviews
Feedback and feedforward lesson
GCSE content delivery
Focus on exam questions

8 lessons per fortnight
Problem solving exam questions
Key skill starters
Hooks to maximise engagement
Topic Reviews
Feedback and feedforward lesson
GCSE content delivery
Focus on exam questions
Mock exams to support progress
Statistics Option

9 lessons per fortnight
Problem solving exam questions
Key skill starters
Hooks to maximise engagement
Topic Reviews
Feedback lessons & exam lesson every week
GCSE content delivery
Focus on exam questions
Mock exams to support progress
Tutor time intervention
P6 interventions
Statistics Option

Entry Level Pathway

Entry Level Pathway

Enrichment

2 lessons per fortnight
For students on Entry Level Options Pathway
Lowest attaining 10% of year group
Focus on basic number skills

2 lesson per fortnight
For students on Entry Level Options Pathway
Lowest attaining 10% of year group
Focus on basic number skills

Maths Intervention – 1 lesson per week

Study Skills

Study Skills

Study Skills

Support materials/ booklets
Calendar of numeracy enrichment
opportunities including competitions.

Support materials/ booklets
Calendar of numeracy enrichment
opportunities including competitions.

Support materials/ booklets
Calendar of numeracy enrichment
opportunities including competitions.

Calendar of numeracy enrichment
opportunities including competitions.
Problem solving and reasoning focus

Calendar of numeracy enrichment
opportunities including competitions.
Problem solving and reasoning focus

SEND Additional & Different Provision

SEND Additional & Different Provision

SEND Additional & Different Provision

SEND Additional & Different Provision

SEND Additional & Different Provision

Maths Breakfast Club
Maths Ambassadors
Targeted 1:1/ Small group in Paragon

Maths Breakfast Club
M aths Am bassadors
Targeted 1:1/ Small group in Paragon

Targeted 1:1 in Paragon

Targeted 1:1 in Paragon

Targeted 1:1 in Paragon

Cross Curricular

Cross Curricular

Cross Curricular

Cross Curricular

Numeracy

Enrichment

Cross Curricular

Num eracy

Enrichment

Num eracy

Enrichment

Num eracy

Enrichment

Num eracy

Enrichment

Numeracy competitions and other enrichment
opportunities
form challenges

Numeracy competitions and other enrichment
opportunities
form challenges

Numeracy competitions and other enrichment
opportunities
form challenges

Numeracy competitions and other enrichment
opportunities
form challenges
P6 provision

Assemblies

Assemblies

Assemblies

Assemblies

Assembly topics- importance of numeracy,
careers in STEM

Assembly topics- importance of numeracy,
careers in STEM

Assembly topics- importance of numeracy,
careers in STEM

Numeracy competitions and other enrichment
opportunities
form challenges
Holiday provision
P6 provision

Assembly topics- importance of numeracy,
careers in STEM

Assemblies

Assembly topics- importance of numeracy,
careers in STEM

Literacy strategy
Our Literacy strategy covers all areas of literacy, reading, writing and oracy and can be summarised in 3 key areas – Quality First Teaching, Additional Provision and Enrichment. Provision in each area is outlined below.
Quality First Teaching
A key teaching and learning priority, literacy in all forms - reading, writing and speaking - form the basis of many of our classroom practices. All staff receive ongoing training around literacy supporting oracy, reading, writing,
comprehension and vocabulary in the classroom through quality first teaching. Daily, non-negotiable, classroom literacy provision includes:
Speaking




Targeted questioning strategies promoting extended answers and confidence in oral responses (Cold Call, Say it again better, No opt out, Think, pair, share)
Opportunities for discussion, paired and group work built into planning
Seating plans used to support paired talk and peer support around all aspects of literacy

Reading (including vocabulary and comprehension)







‘Reading to Learn’ points included in MTP (Y7/8 – English, Humanities, Science)
Language for Learning focus – teaching key vocabulary in all lessons
Classroom environments designed to support Tier 3 vocabulary; displays and key words
Knowledge Organisers – focus on key vocabulary and definition of key Terms. Homework focused on retrieval around disciplinary language
Command language and strategies taught explicitly as part of exam preparation
ARTI reading tests calendared bi-annually for all year groups; information shared on SIMS/MINT as standardised scores and used to inform planning

Writing




Extended writing opportunities included across the curriculum
Scaffolding to support extended writing non-negotiable in all lessons; including use of writing frames/structures, sentence starters and visualisers to model extended writing and annotation
Live Marking used to support extended writing and provide responsive teaching

Research led ‘literacy’ focused whole school pilots – 21.22



Voice 21 Pilot Project – promoting oracy in the curriculum and classroom (Start Sept 21)
Cross-curricular reading comprehension pilot – explicit teaching of ‘expert’ reading strategies (Y7/8 – English, Humanities, Science)

Additional Literacy Provision
Word of the Week
Each week in form time KS3 students are introduced to the ‘Word of the Week’. This is word selected from a list of Tier 2 vocabulary – high frequency words that often occur in mature language situations such as adult conversations and
literature. Words that are essential for students to be able to access the curriculum and exam questions effectively. Each week these words are introduced, their definitions explained and similar and different words explored. This ‘word of
week’ is also extended as part of a literacy from time once per week when students are given opportunities to use the word as part of discussion activities and record the word and its meaning into their planners. Throughout the week we
encourage teachers to use the word with students as often as they can in lessons and reward students who use them in discussion or writing with achievement points. Word of the week aims to give all students the opportunity to gain a
firm understanding the of the vocabulary they need to be successful in school and beyond.
Reading based Intervention
At SHS we recognise the importance of reading and comprehension skills in order to successfully access the Year 7 – 11 curriculums. With this in mind we currently offer the following interventions and initiatives to support reading and
comprehension across school:
● Guided Reading for all Y7 - 9 forms – one form time per week is used to read a novel together with linked discussion around vocabulary and comprehension of people, places and situations. The project aims to develop student’s
understanding of the wider world, foster positive attitudes to reading and increase confidence in comprehension, vocabulary and reading fluency.
● All students reading and comprehension ability are tested twice per year from Y7-10 using the ARTI reading test. Subsequently student reading ages are shared with all staff and used to inform lesson planning and student interventions.
● Reading interventions are in place for all students below age related expectations in the form of the following:
•

Reading leaders - 2 form times per week identified Y7/8 students read for 20 minutes with our older Y9/10 students. These sessions focus on improving student confidence around vocabulary, fluency and comprehension.

•

1:1 Guided reading – Trained community volunteers work 1:1 with targeted students 3 times per week around reading fluency, decoding, vocabulary and comprehension.

•

Lexia – Targeted students from Y7-10 spend 2 form times per week accessing our Lexia Programme. This is an IT based programme which allows students to practise skills around reading and comprehension, working through a
personalised programme based on individual strengths and weaknesses. Lexia is also able to be accessed by students at home.

•

Alternative Learning Pathway – In year 7 and 8 we offer some students an alternative learning pathway to support them with improving reading and reading comprehension skills. Students receive additional lessons during the
week focused on reading, phonics and vocabulary in place of MFL and Humanities lessons. Student progress is assessed termly, with students transitioning back into the normal curriculum when reading comprehension gaps are
closed.

•
•

Vocabulary Improvement Programme – this programme is delivered as a 1:1 provision for targeted students.
Exam Access Arrangements – Students are assessed for access arrangements for exams and appropriate literacy provision put in place for identified students; these can include extra time, readers and scribes. Targeted students
are identified in all year groups and appropriate access arrangements used throughout assessments in Years 7 – 9 so they become ‘normal’ ways of working.

Enrichment
We use enrichment opportunities throughout school to promote reading and raise the profile of reading for pleasure. We are in the process of updating our library to ensure that all students have access to reading materials that suits
their abilities and interests. Across the year we celebrate National Reading events such as World Book Day and promote reading by modelling and displaying positive staff attitudes to reading. We have introduced new book clubs and
reading enrichment opportunities across school.
Our new student council will have a key part to play in encouraging reading across the school and are currently developing opportunities students to celebrate and get involved in reading projects with others.

15. Literacy Provision
The schematic below outlines the range of core, additional and different provision put in place across all areas of the curriculum to develop the literacy skills of students:
9b. Literacy Provision
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10
English Lessons
English Lessons
English Lessons
English Lessons

8 lessons per fortnightly
ALP classes
Let’s think English 1 lesson per week
Silent reading and comprehension
Scaffolding
MINT seating plan used
Knowledge Organisers

8 lessons per fortnight
ALP classes
Silent reading and comprehension
Weekly extended writing
Scaffolding
MINT seating plan used
Knowledge Organisers

Alternative Learning Pathway (ALP)

Alternative Learning Pathway (ALP)

Students significantly below 100 for English on
entry.
Thematic teaching of Geography, History or
Languages
Bespoke curriculum developed to meet
needs/skills gaps
Half termly assessments & review of progress
Birmingham Toolkit Literacy Strand

Study Skills

Students significantly below 100 for English on
entry.
Thematic teaching of Geography, History or
Languages
Bespoke curriculum developed to meet
needs/skills gaps
Half termly assessments & review of progress
Birm ingham Toolkit Literacy Strand

Study Skills

8 lessons per fortnight
GCSE skills and knowledge preparation
Introduction to context background to texts
Knowledge Organisers
Entry Level English
Setting

Students significantly below 100 for English on
entry.
Thematic teaching of Geography, History or
Languages
Bespoke curriculum developed to meet
needs/skills gaps
Half termly assessments & review of progress
Birm ingham Toolkit Literacy Strand
Entry Level Pathway

Study Skills

9 lessons per fortnight
GCSE skills and knowledge preparation
Introduction to context background to texts
Knowledge Organiser tests
Entry Level English
Setting
Double lesson of language interleaved
Form intervention

Entry Level Pathway

Year 11
English Lessons

9 lessons per fortnight
GCSE skills and knowledge preparation
Introduction to context background to texts
Knowledge Organisers
Entry Level English
Setting
Double lesson rotates lit & lang
Period 6
Form intervention

Enrichment

2 lessons per week
For students on Entry Level Options Pathway
Lowest attaining 10% of year group
Focus on basic skills
Step up to English Qualification

2 lessons per week
For students on Entry Level Options Pathway
Lowest attaining 10% of year group
Focus on basic skills
Step up to English Qualification

Literacy WOW
Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)
SMSC debate opportunities
Weekly form activities
SOW linked to exam spec

Literacy WOW
Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)
SMSC debate opportunities
SOW linked to exam spec
Weekly form activities

Study Skills

Study Skills

Literacy WOW
Weekly form activities
Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)
SMSC debate opportunities

Literacy WOW
Weekly form activities
Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)
SMSC debate opportunities

Literacy WOW
Weekly form activities
Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)
SMSC debate opportunities

SEND Additional & Different Provision

SEND Additional & Different Provision

SEND Additional & Different Provision

SEND Additional & Different Provision

SEND Additional & Different Provision

Lexia
After school study support
Reading Leaders
1:1 Guided Reading
Vocabulary Improvement Programme

Lexia
After school study support
Reading Leaders
1:1 Guided Reading
Vocabulary I m provem ent P rogram m e

Lexia
After school study support
Touch Typing
Access Arrangements

Lexia
After school study support
Touch Typing
Access Arrangements

Subject specific key words
Word of the Week
Form Time guided reading

Subject specific key words
Word of the Week
Form Tim e guided reading

Cross Curricular

Subject specific key words
Word of the Week
Form Tim e guided reading

Cross Curricular

Lexia
After school study support
Targeted curriculum time intervention
Touch Typing
Access Arrangements

Subject specific key words
Word of the Week

Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)

Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)

Assemblies

Assemblies

Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)
Reading Leaders
Talk the Talk

Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)
Reading Leaders
Talk the Talk

Calendar of literacy enrichment activities
(competitions etc)
Reading Leaders
Talk the Talk

Assembly topics- importance of reading, World
Book Day

Assembly topics- importance of reading, World
Book Day
Revision Folders

Assembly topics- importance of reading, World
Book Day
Revision Folders

Cross Curricular

Enrichment

Assembly topics- importance of reading, World
Book Day

Cross Curricular

Enrichment

Assembly topics- importance of reading, World
Book Day

Enrichment

Assemblies

Enrichment

Assemblies

Cross Curricular

Subject specific key words
Word of the Week
Enrichment

Assemblies

